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Abstract
This paper treats polynomial-time algorithms for reconstruction of phylogenetic trees. The
disc-covering method (DCM) presented by Huson et al. (J. Comput. Biol. 6 (3/4) (1999) 369) is
a method that boosts the performance of phylogenetic tree construction algorithms. Actually,
they gave two variations of DCM-Buneman. The ﬁrst variation was guaranteed to recover the
true tree with high probability from polynomial-length sequences (i.e. polynomial in the
number of given taxa), but it was not proven to run in polynomial time. The second variation
was guaranteed to run in polynomial time. However, it is a heuristic in the sense that it was not
proven to recover the true tree with high probability from polynomial-length sequences.
We present an improved DCM. The difference between our improved DCM and the
heuristic variation of the original DCM is marginal. The main contribution of this paper is
the analysis of the algorithm. Our analysis shows that the improved DCM combines the
desirable properties of the two variations of the original DCM. That is, it runs in polynomial
time and it recovers the true tree with high probability from polynomial-length sequences.
Moreover, this is true when the improved DCM is applied to the Neighbor-Joining, the
Buneman, as well as the Agarwala algorithm. A key observation for the result of Huson et al.
was that threshold graphs of additive distance functions are chordal. We prove a chordal
graph theorem concerning minimal triangulations of threshold graphs constructed from
distance functions which are close to being additive. This theorem is the key observation
behind our improved DCM and it may be interesting in its own right.
r 2002 Published by Elsevier Science (USA).
1. Introduction
Phylogenetic tree construction is of fundamental importance in biology. Each year
a large number of articles are published containing trees constructed with
phylogenetic tree construction algorithms. Also in computer science, the phylogeny
problem has received a lot of attention. Typically, the algorithms take as input
aligned sequence data (e.g. DNA or proteins) or a distance function computed from
aligned sequences data.
When comparing phylogeny algorithms biological realism as well computational
complexity are of interest. Many objective functions, for instance Parsimony, yield
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NP-complete computational problems. An important aspect of an algorithm is
whether it is consistent, that is, whether the probability that it recovers the true tree
tends to 1 as the sequence length tends to inﬁnity. Since sequence information
becomes available for more and more species, but there is a natural upper limit to the
sequence lengths, the question of convergence rate becomes increasingly important.
Consistency and convergence rate are deﬁned relative to probabilistic models of
sequence evolution.
Farach and Kannan focused on the distribution induced by the phylogenetic tree
and showed that it can be PAC-learned [12]. This result was a theoretical
breakthrough. The algorithm is based on an approximation algorithm measuring
the error with the LN norm and the errors are relative. It follows that the errors for
large distances will affect also the small distances. Most likely, this will, in practice,
have a negative effect on the algorithms capacity to recover the true tree. Later other
authors have also taken a learning based approach and obtained improved results
[2,8].
In [11], the ﬁrst algorithm with provable polynomial convergence rate was given.
Later, Huson et al. gave two variations of DCM-Buneman [14]. The ﬁrst variation
was guaranteed to recover the true tree with high probability from polynomial-
length sequences (i.e. polynomial in the number of given taxa), but it was not proven
to run in polynomial time. The second variation was guaranteed to run in
polynomial time. However, it is a heuristic in the sense that it was not proven to
recover the true tree with high probability from polynomial-length sequences. Later,
Warnow et al. introduced the concepts of absolute fast-converging and relative fast-
converging algorithms [17]. A phylogenetic tree construction algorithm is absolute
fast-converging if it recovers the true tree with high probability when given
polynomial-length sequences. A phylogenetic tree algorithm is relative fast-
converging if it recovers the true tree with high probability when given
polynomial-length sequences and bounds on the minimum and maximum edge
lengths in the true tree. In [17], Warnow et al. also provided a method to convert a
relative fast-converging algorithm into an absolute fast-converging algorithm.
Recently, the fast-converging HGT-FP algorithm with running time Oðn2Þ was
presented [9].
We present an improved DCM. The difference between our improved DCM and
the heuristic variation of the original DCM is marginal. The main contribution of
this paper is the analysis of the algorithm. Our analysis shows that the improved
DCM combines the desirable properties of the two variations of the original DCM.
That is, it runs in polynomial time and it recovers the true tree with high probability
from polynomial-length sequences. When the base method is the Buneman algorithm
[14], the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm [3], or the Agarwala algorithm [1,17], our
boosted algorithms run in polynomial time and are absolute fast-converging. The
DCM-Agarwala method has running time Oðn5Þ which is slower than the fast-
converging HGT-FP algorithm. However, the empirical investigation in [15] clearly
suggests that variations of DCM reconstruct the true tree more often than HGT-FP.
Therefore, an investigation of the theoretical properties of DCM is well motivated.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give our basic deﬁnitions. The
following section introduces the Jukes–Cantor model and contains formal deﬁnitions
of the concepts of absolute and relative fast convergence. In Section 4, we describe
our variation of DCM and prove that it gives absolute fast convergence when
Neighbor-Joining, Agarwala or Buneman is the base method. This proof is based on
the chordal graph theorem concerning minimal triangulations of threshold graphs of
approximations of additive distance functions. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of
this chordal graph theorem.
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2. Deﬁnitions
A graph G consists of a set of vertices V ðGÞ and a set of edges EðGÞ: The set of
neighbors of a vertex v in G is denoted by NGðvÞ (or NðvÞ if G is clear from the
context). That G0 is a subgraph of G is denoted G0DG: A graph G is connected if and
only if for each partition V1; V2 of V ðGÞ there is an edge between a vertex of V1 and a
vertex of V2: A path is a connected graph where two vertices have degree 1 and all
other vertices have degree 2. The vertices of degree 2 are called internal vertices. We
will denote a path P ¼ i1;y; il (which has the standard interpretation). When
convenient we will consider an edge to be a path. A cycle is a connected graph where
all vertices have degree 2. We will by the cycle C ¼ i1;y; il mean the cycle obtained
by adding an edge between i1 and il in the path P ¼ i1;y; il : A tree is a connected
graph without cycles. In a tree all vertices of degree 1 are leaves. The set of leaves of a
tree T is denoted LðTÞ: A cycle C in a graph G is chordless if and only if (1)
jV ðCÞj > 3; and (2) u; vAV ðCÞ and ðu; vÞAEðGÞ implies that ðu; vÞAEðCÞ: A graph is
chordal if and only if it contains no chordless cycle. A minimal triangulation of a
graph G is a chordal supergraph H of G such that GDH 0DH and H 0 is chordal
implies that H 0 ¼ H: For a graph G and V 0DV ðGÞ; G\V 0 denotes the graph
obtained from G by deleting all vertices of V 0 from G: For a graph G and
E0DEðGÞ; G\E0 denotes the graph obtained from G by deleting all edges of E0 from
G: The subgraph of G induced by V 0DV ðGÞ; denoted G½V 0; is G\ðV ðGÞ\V 0Þ:
Let T be a tree. The unique path between two vertices u and v of T is denoted
PT ðu; vÞ: A weighted tree is a tree T given together with a function wT : EðTÞ-R
þ:
For any weighted tree T and u; vAV ðTÞ the distance between u and v in T ; denoted
dT ðu; vÞ; is the sum of the weights of the edges of PT ðu; vÞ: For a set UDV ðTÞ and
vAV ðTÞ; dT ðU ; vÞ denotes minuAU dT ðu; vÞ: For any integer n; we use ½n to denote
f1;y; ng: A distance function is a function f : ½n2-Rþ such that: (1) for all
iA½n; f ði; iÞ ¼ 0; and (2) for all i; jA½n; f ði; jÞ ¼ f ð j; iÞ:
3. Jukes–Cantor and fast-convergence
In this section, we restate basic deﬁnitions and prior results concerning the Jukes–
Cantor model and fast-convergence. The Jukes–Cantor model is a model of DNA
evolution [16]. We will prove our results under the Jukes–Cantor model. However,
they can be generalized to other models.
A Jukes–Cantor tree is a rooted weighted binary tree with leaf set ½n; for some n:
The set of Jukes–Cantor trees with n leaves, minimum edge weight at least f ; and
maximum edge weight at most g is denoted JCnf ;g:
Deﬁnition 1. In the Jukes–Cantor model the vertices of a Jukes–Cantor tree T with n
leaves are associated with sequences in fA; C; G; Tgr: For any r; the association of
sequences to the leaves induces a distribution on orderings s1;y; sn of r-length
sequences (where si is the sequence associated with the leaf i) called the r-distribution
of T : The association is speciﬁed as follows:
1. The sites (i.e. positions in the sequences) are identically and independently
distributed (the value in a position is usually referred to as its state).
2. At the root the state of a site is chosen to be A; C; G or T according to the uniform
distribution (this can of course be generalized).
3. The state of a site at a vertex depends only on the state of the same site at its
parent.
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4. When a change occurs another state is chosen uniformly from the other states
(e.g. when the state is A and a change occurs C; G or T are chosen, each with
probability 1/3).
5. The number of changes at a site over an edge e is Poisson distributed with
expectation wT ðeÞ:
Actually, as long as the process determining the change over an edge is reversible,
the choice of root is irrelevant, i.e. the distribution is independent of the choice of root.
A distance function f is additive if there is a weighted tree T with leaves ½n such
that dT ði; jÞ ¼ f ði; jÞ for any i; jA½n: The tree T is said to realize f (and is known to be
unique).
Deﬁnition 2. Let s1 and s2 be two sequences in fA; C; G; Tg
r: By the Hamming
distance between s1 and s2; denoted hðs1; s2Þ; we mean the number of sites at which s1
and s2 disagree. The Jukes–Cantor corrected distance between s1 and s2; denoted
cJCðs1; s2Þ; is deﬁned by
cJCðs1; s2Þ ¼ 34 logð1
4
3
hðs1; s2Þ=rÞ:
Let s1;y; sn be sampled according to the r-distribution of T : If #l : ½n2-R is deﬁned
by #lði; jÞ ¼ cJCðsi; sjÞ; then #l is said to be an estimated distance function of T for
length r: The function dT j½n2 is called the distance function of T :
For pairs of distance functions f ; g : ½n2-R; we deﬁne the norm LqNðf ; gÞ as
follows: LqNðf ; gÞpt if
* jf ði; jÞ  gði; jÞjpt; for all i; j such that minðf ði; jÞ; gði; jÞÞpq
We will typically use this norm when f is an additive distance function and g is an
estimation of f : The key idea behind DCM is to bound the LqN; for some ‘‘small’’ q;
rather than the LN norm between an estimated distance function and the true
distance function. That is, all distances do not have to be well estimated. Only
‘‘small’’ distances have to be well estimated. Since the errors are relative, this is in
many cases easier than obtaining good estimates of all distances. The following is a
re-formulation of Theorem 2 in [14].
Theorem 1. Let TAJCnf ;g and let l be the distance function of T : For all q > 0; d > 0;
and e > 0 there exists a constant cðd; eÞ such that, if #l is an estimated distance function
of T for length rXcðd; eÞ log neOðqÞ; then with probability at least 1 d
LqNðl; #lÞpe:
In particular, for q ¼ Oðg log nÞ; which will sufﬁce for DCM, this gives a
polynomial bound on the sequence length.
Following [17], we deﬁne the concepts of absolute and relative fast convergence.
The purpose is to distinguish algorithms that need as input the minimum and
maximum length of the edges in T from those algorithms that do not need this
information as input.
Deﬁnition 3. A phylogenetic tree construction algorithm A is absolute fast-converging if
and only if for all 0ofpg and e > 0 there is a polynomial p such that for orderings
S ¼ s1;y; sn generated according to the pðnÞ-distribution of TAJCnf ;g;
Pr½AðSÞ ¼ T  > 1 e:
Notice that the probability is over the pðnÞ-distribution of T :
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Deﬁnition 4. A phylogenetic tree construction algorithm A is relative fast-converging
if and only if for all 0ofpg and e > 0 there is a polynomial p such that for orderings
S ¼ s1;y; sn generated according to the pðnÞ-distribution of TAJCnf ;g;
Pr½AðS; f ; gÞ ¼ T  > 1 e:
Again, the probability is over the pðnÞ-distribution of T :
4. DCM, Buneman and Neighbor-Joining
We will now describe our DCM-X algorithm. The original DCM-X algorithm was
presented in [14]. For any phylogenetic tree construction algorithm X ; it gives a
variation of the algorithm. For instance DCM-NJ has provable good properties that
NJ is not known to have. DCM-X uses the Strict Consensus Algorithm (SCA)
algorithm which will be described below. We will sometimes view DCM-X as an
algorithm that takes a distance function as input. In these cases, it will use the input
distance function as #l (i.e. using the notation from the algorithm). The following
lemma is useful for the understanding of the DCM-X algorithm, the proofs of the
statements can be found in [7,13].
Lemma 1. Every chordal graph can be represented as an intersection graph of subtrees
of a tree. A chordal graph G has a perfect elimination ordering of its vertices, i.e. an
ordering v1;y; vn such that each set fvig,ðNGðviÞ-fviþ1;y; vngÞ induce a clique in G:
The maximal cliques of G are all induced by sets of the form
fvig,ðNGðviÞ-fviþ1;y; vngÞ: Hence, there are at most n maximal cliques. Moreover,
a perfect elimination ordering and the maximal cliques can be found in time Oðn2Þ:
For a tree T and LDLðTÞ; TL is the tree obtained from T ½
S
l;l0AL V ðPT ðl; l
0ÞÞ by
short cutting vertices of degree 2 (i.e. removing the vertex and making its two
neighbors adjacent). We will use threshold graphs deﬁned as follows. For any
distance function f : ½n2-Rþ and tAR; Gðf ; tÞ denotes the graph with vertex set ½n
and edge set fði; jÞ : iaj and f ði; jÞptg:
DCM-X
input: a set S ¼ fs1;y; sngDfA; C; G; Tg
r:
1. For each i; jA½n let #lði; jÞ ¼ cJCðsi; sjÞ:
2. Let l1;y; l n
2
  be the elements of f#lði; jÞ : iajA½ng sorted in increasing order.
3. For each jA½ n2
 
:
(a) Let Gj ¼ Gð#l; ljÞ and let Hj be a minimal triangulation of Gj :
(b) Compute a perfect elimination ordering v1;y; vn for Hj :
(c) Let Y
j
i ¼ fvig,ðNHj ðviÞ-fviþ1;y; vngÞ:
(d) For each iA½n compute the X tree Tji for #ljY j
i
(i.e. if X ¼ Neighbor-Joining
compute the Neighbor-Joining tree).
(e) Let Rj ¼ SCAðTi1;y; T
j
n3Þ:
4. Let j be the minimum in ½ðn
2
Þ such that Rj is well-deﬁned (i.e. the output of SCA
is well-deﬁned; this concept is introduced below together with the SCA
algorithm and the SCSM algorithm).
output: Ri:
We will now describe a restricted version of the Strict Consensus Subtree
Merger algorithm [10] which we will denote SCSM. The SCSM is used in the SCA
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algorithm described below. It takes two trees T and S as input and constructs a tree
with vertex set V ðSÞ,V ðTÞ deﬁned as follows. Let X ¼ LðSÞ-LðTÞ: If SXaTX or if
jLðTÞ\X ja1; we will say SCSMðT ; SÞ is ill-defined. If SCSMðT ; SÞ is well-deﬁned (i.e.
SX ¼ TX and jLðTÞ\X j ¼ 1), then there exists a unique edge e of TX which is not an
edge of T : If e is not an edge of S; then a collision is said to have occurred; and also in
this case SCSMðT ; SÞ is ill-deﬁned. If e is an edge of S; then the output is the tree
ðS\eÞ,T :
We will now describe SCA. The SCA algorithm considers the input trees
T1;y; Tm in order of decreasing index, i.e. in the order obtained by reversing the
elimination order in DCM-X : This implies that the tree Siþ1 used in the SCA
algorithm contains all but one vertex of Ti: The SCA algorithm is well-defined if each
application of the SCSM algorithm is well-deﬁned and otherwise it is ill-defined.
SCA
input: trees T1;y; Tm
1. Let Sm ¼ Tm
2. For each iA½n  1 let Si ¼ SCSMðTi; Siþ1Þ:
output: S1:
The intuitive idea behind the Disk-Covering Method is to divide the sequences (or
taxa) into overlapping groups—disks—in which all pairwise distances are small. The
pairwise distances should be small enough to ensure that the true tree can be
constructed for each of the disks. There is also an opposite demand namely that the
disks should overlap enough to make it possible to merge the trees for the disks into
a tree for all sequences. The overlap condition is formulated in terms of quartets for
the true tree. This concept and related concepts are introduced below.
Deﬁnition 5. Let T be a weighted binary tree and let IðTÞ ¼
fðu; vÞAEðTÞ : u; veLðTÞg: For each edge e ¼ ðu; vÞ of IðTÞ; the forest T\fu; vg
contains four subtrees T1;e; T2;e; T3;e; and T4;e: Let the set of leaf quartets associated
with an edge eAIðTÞ be
QT ðeÞ ¼ ffl1; l2; l3; l4g : liALðTÞ-V ðTi;eÞg:
Let qT ðeÞ ¼ fl1; l2; l3; l4g where, for each iA [4], li is the leaf of LðTÞ-V ðTi;eÞ of
shortest distance to T (ties broken arbitrarily). Moreover, let QðTÞ be the set of all
leaf quartets in T ; i.e.
QðTÞ ¼
[
eAIðTÞ
QT ðeÞ
and let
qðTÞ ¼ fqT ðeÞ : eAIðTÞg:
Finally, let widthðTÞ be the maximum of dT ði; jÞ where i; jAq for some qAqðTÞ:
Notice that if TAJCnf ;g; then widthðTÞpg log n:
In [14], the statement of Theorem 4 is concerned with the behavior of SCA
when applied to a number of trees constructed with the Buneman algorithm [4–6].
However, from the proof of the theorem follows the stronger theorem below.
Theorem 2. Let TAJCnf ;g and let H be a chordal graph with V ðHÞ ¼ ½n: Assume that
for each edge eAEðTÞ not incident to a leaf, there is a QAQT ðeÞ which induces a clique
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in H : Let v1;y; vn be a perfect elimination ordering for H and let Yi ¼
fvig,ðNðviÞ-fviþ1;y; vngÞ: It follows that SCAðT ½Y1;y; T ½YnÞ is well-defined
and SCAðT ½Y1;y; T ½YnÞ ¼ T :
Atteson proved the following theorem in [3].
Theorem 3. Let TAJCnf ;g and let l be the distance function of T : If L
q
Nðl; #lÞof =2;
where q ¼ maxi;jA½n dT ði; jÞ; then given #l as input the Neighbor-Joining algorithm
outputs the underlying unweighted tree of T :
The following is the chordal graph theorem which is proved in Section 5. It is
useful when proving that DCM-X runs in polynomial time. It implies that, as long as
the estimated distance function is sufﬁciently close to the correct distance function of
the true tree T ; any minimal triangulation H of G can be used in the algorithm. The
reason for this is that any pair of adjacent vertices of such a minimal triangulation
H ; and hence any pair of vertices of a clique, are close to each other in T : This means
that, for any pair of vertices of a clique of H; the estimated distance is close to the
real distance. In fact, they are so close that for instance Neighbor-Joining will
produce the right tree for the vertices of the clique. In the original non-heuristic
variation of DCM, a special minimum triangulation is computed. Computing such a
minimum triangulation is an NP-hard problem. Computing a minimal triangulation
can, in contrast, easily be done fast.
Theorem 4. Let l : ½n2-Rþ be an additive distance function and assume that
#l : ½n2-Rþ satisfy LqNð#l; lÞpef for q ¼ g log n þ f and ep1=13: Let G ¼
Gð#l; g log n þ ef Þ and let H be a minimal triangulation of G: It follows that for each
ði; jÞAEðHÞ;
jlði; jÞ  #lði; jÞjof =2:
It follows from the theorem below and Theorem 1 (i.e. [14, Theorem 2]) that
DCM-NJ reconstructs the true tree if the input distance function is sufﬁciently close
to the distance function of the true tree. The theorem below is stated as if the input of
DCM-NJ would be a distance function (see the comment above).
Theorem 5. Let TAJCnf ;g and let l be the distance function of T : Let q ¼
widthðTÞ þ f and assume that LqNðl; #lÞpf =13: If R is the output tree of DCM-
Neighbor-Joining on input #l; then the underlying unweighted tree of T equals R:
Proof. Let s ¼ ðn
2
Þ: Assume that R1;y; Rs are the trees generated by DCM-NJ on
input #l (i.e. with the same notation as in the description of the algorithm). Also, let
Hj and Gj denote the same graphs as in the description of the algorithm. Notice that
there is an l such that Gl ¼ Gð#l; g log n þ f Þ: Each QAqðTÞ induce a clique in Gl and,
hence, also in Hl : From Theorems 2–4, it follows that Rl ¼ T : To conclude the proof
we show that, for each 1pjpl; Rj ¼ T or Rj is ill-deﬁned (i.e. SCAðTj1;y; T
j
n3Þ is
ill-deﬁned).
If for each edge eAEðTÞ not incident to a leaf of T there is a QAQT ðeÞ which
induces a clique in Hj ; then again, from Theorems 2–4, follows that Rj ¼ T : Assume
that the edge e ¼ ða; bÞAEðTÞ is not incident to a leaf and that no QAQT ðeÞ induces a
clique in Hj : We will now show that this implies that Rj is ill-deﬁned.
Let Si denote the same tree as in the SCA algorithm during the computation that
outputs Rj ; i.e. when the input is T
j
1;y; T
j
n3 and, hence, m ¼ n  3: Assume that
iA½m  1 satisﬁes Q0DLðSiÞ for some Q0AQT ðeÞ; and that QJLðSiþ1Þ for each
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QAQT ðeÞ: Such an i exists, since LðS1Þ ¼ V ðGjÞ and the leaves of Sm ¼ T
j
n3 induce a
clique in Hj :
Let A1; A2; A3; and A4 be the four subtrees of T\fa; bg: Assume that QAQT ðeÞ:
Since Q does not induce a clique in Hj but LðT
j
i Þ does, jQ-LðTji Þjp3: Since this
holds for any QAQT ðeÞ; LðT
j
i Þ-V ðAkÞ ¼ | for at least one kA [4]. W.l.o.g. assume
that LðTji Þ-V ðA1Þ ¼ |: Observe that ðLðSiþ1Þ,LðTji ÞÞ-V ðAiÞa| for each iA [4],
since Q0DLðSiÞ ¼ LðSiþ1Þ,LðTji Þ: Finally, since QJLðSiþ1Þ for each QAQT ðeÞ; it
follows from the above observation that LðSiþ1Þ-V ðAiÞ ¼ | for some iA½4\f1g:
W.l.o.g. assume that LðSiþ1Þ-V ðA4Þ ¼ |:
Let
U1 ¼ LðTÞ-ðV ðA1Þ,V ðA2Þ,V ðA3ÞÞ
and
U4 ¼ LðTÞ-ðV ðA2Þ,V ðA3Þ,V ðA4ÞÞ:
The following is straightforward to show (1) SCSMðTU1 ; TU4Þ is ill-deﬁned, and (2) if
SCSMðTji ; Siþ1Þ is well-deﬁned then so is SCSMðT
U1 ; TU4 Þ: Hence, SCSMðTji ; Siþ1Þ is
ill-deﬁned. &
It follows from the lemma below and Theorem 1 (i.e. [14, Theorem 2]) that DCM-
Buneman is an absolute fast-converging phylogeny algorithm.
Lemma 2. Let TAJCnf ;g and let l be the distance function of T : Let q ¼ widthðTÞ þ f
and assume that LqNðl; #lÞpf =13: If R is the output tree of DCM-Buneman on input #l;
then the underlying unweighted tree of T equals R:
It follows from the lemma below and Theorem 1 (i.e. [14, Theorem 2]) that DCM-
Agarwala is an absolute fast-converging phylogeny algorithm.
Lemma 3. Let TAJCnf ;g and let l be the distance function of T : Let q ¼ widthðTÞ þ f
and assume that LqNðl; #lÞpf =13: If R is the output tree of DCM-Agarwala on
input #l; then the underlying unweighted tree of T equals R:
In DCM-X ; Step 3 is performed once for each edge, i.e. Oðn2Þ times. In Step 3, the
base method is called once for each vertex of Hj ; i.e. OðnÞ times. The running time of
DCM-X is dominated by these Oðn3Þ calls to the base method. We formulate this as
a theorem.
Theorem 6. The running time of DCM-X is OðxðnÞn3Þ where xðnÞ is the running time of
the base method.
The Agarwala algorithm runs in time Oðn2Þ; so DCM-Agarwala runs in time
Oðn5Þ: Neighbor-Joining runs in time Oðn3Þ and Buneman runs in time Oðn4Þ:
5. The chordal graph theorem
This section is devoted to the proof of the chordal graph theorem, i.e. Theorem 4.
The theorem will be proved for trees of arbitrary degree even though we only apply it
in situations where the tree has bounded degree. In this section, we will assume that
we are given two functions, l : ½n2-Rþ which is additive and #l : ½n2-Rþ satisfying
LqNð#l; lÞoef for q ¼ g log n þ f and eo1=13: We will throughout the section
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consider the following three graphs G0 ¼ Gðl; g log nÞ; G00 ¼ Gðl; g log n þ 2ef Þ; and
G ¼ Gð#l; g log n þ ef Þ: That is, we will use the same notation as in the formulation of
Theorem 4. Notice that
G0DGDG00:
The proof of Theorem 4 uses Lemma 8, which is stated and proved later in this
section. We defer the proof of Theorem 4 until the end of this section.
A distance-preserving subdivision of an edge ðu; vÞ in a weighted tree T deletes the
edge ðu; vÞ; adds edges ðu; xÞ and ðx; vÞ (where x is a new vertex), and gives the new
edges weights such that wT ðu; vÞ ¼ wT ðu; xÞ þ wT ðx; vÞ: A distance-preserving subdivi-
sion of a tree T is a tree that can be obtained from T by recursively performing
distance-preserving subdivisions of edges. Let T be the tree realizing l: We will
occasionally need a vertex on a certain distance from a vertex in T : To make sure
that there always is such a vertex we will instead of working with T work with a
distance-preserving subdivision S of T deﬁned below. Let
A ¼ fdT ðu; vÞ : u; vAV ðTÞg,fg=2 log ng,flði; jÞ=2 : i; jALðTÞg
and let
B ¼ fa þ ief þ jd : iAf0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g; jAf0; 1g; aAAg;
where d is some constantoe=2: Let S be a distance-preserving subdivision of T that
for each pair of leaves i; jALðTÞ and for each bAB such that bolði; jÞ contains a
vertex on distance b from i on PSði; jÞ:
For each leaf i in T ; let Y 0i be the set of all vertices yAV ðSÞ such that there is a leaf
j in T satisfying lði; jÞpg log n and y is the vertex of PSði; jÞ on equal distance to i and
j: For each leaf i in T ; let Y 00i be the set of all vertices yAV ðSÞ such that there is a leaf
j in T such that lði; jÞpg log n and y is the vertex of PSði; jÞ on distance lði; jÞ=2þ ef
from i: For each iA½n; we deﬁne two rooted subtrees of S denoted T 0i and T
00
i as
follows:
(1) let X 0i ¼ fpAV ðSÞ : dSðp; iÞ ¼ ðg log nÞ=2g and let T
0
i ¼
S
xAX 0
i
,Y 0
i
PSði; xÞ where
the root of T 0i is i;
(2) let X 00i ¼ fpAV ðSÞ : dSðp; iÞ ¼ ðg log nÞ=2þ ef g and let T
00
i ¼
S
xAX 00
i
,Y 00
i
PSði; xÞ
where the root of T 00i is i:
The following observation can be proved by straightforward veriﬁcation.
Observation 1. That ði; jÞAEðG0Þ is equivalent to T 0i-T 0ja|; moreover, T 0i-T 0ja|
implies ði; jÞAEðGÞ: That ði; jÞAEðG00Þ is equivalent to T 00i -T 00j a|; moreover,
T 00i -T 00j ¼ | implies ði; jÞeEðGÞ:
Using this observation and the fact that a graph is chordal if and only if it
can be represented as an intersection graph of subtrees of a tree it follows that G0
and G00 are chordal. This construction is possible for any additive function f
and threshold graph Gðf ; tÞ: Using this argument the following lemma was proved
in [14].
Lemma 4. If f : ½n2-Rþ is additive, then Gðf ; tÞ is chordal.
A path PDT separates two subtrees T 0 and T 00 of T if and only if each path
between a vertex uAV ðT 0Þ and a vertex vAV ðT 00Þ contains P: The following lemma
will be referred to as the Path Lemma.
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Lemma 5. Let P ¼ il ;y; is be a path in G: If keV ðPÞ and there is a path QDT 0k of
length > 2ef that separates T 0i1 and T
0
is
; then there is an internal vertex of P which is
adjacent to k in G:
Proof. By Observation 1, it is sufﬁcient to show that there is an internal vertex il
of P such that T 0il-Qa|: Assume that this is not the case, i.e. T 0il-Q ¼ |; for
each internal vertex il of P: Let l be the minimal member of ½s such that Q
separates T 0i1 and T
0
il
(there is such a member, since s satisﬁes this
property).
By assumption T 0il1-Qa|: Because of the minimality of l; Q separates T 0il1 and
T 0il : Since Q has length > 2ef ; it follows that T
00
il1
-T 00il ¼ |: This contradicts the given
fact that ðil1; ilÞAEðGÞ: We conclude that T 0il-Qa| for some internal vertex il of P;
and that il is adjacent to k in G: &
The direction of iAV ðGÞ at paiAV ðTÞ in T is the unique edge e incident to p such
that e separates i and p in T :
Deﬁnition 6. Let C be a cycle of G: Two vertices iAV ðCÞ and jAV ðCÞ meet in an
important contact for C at pAV ðSÞ close to vAV ðTÞ if and only if
1. pAV ðT 00i -T 00j Þ; T 0i-T 0j ¼ |; ði; jÞAEðCÞ; and i and j have different directions at v
in T ;
2. dSðp; vÞ is minimal over all vAV ðTÞ w.r.t. (1); and
3. veV ðT 0i Þ if possible w.r.t. (1)–(2).
Notice that the above deﬁnition is asymmetric.
Lemma 6. Let C be a chordless cycle of G: There is an edge ði; jÞAEðCÞ such that i and
j meet in an important contact.
Proof. Clearly, T 00i -T 00j a| for each ði; jÞAEðCÞ: Assume that T 0i-T 0ja| for each
ði; jÞAEðCÞ: It follows that C is a cycle also of G0: Since G0 is chordal, there is a pair
of vertices i; j of C which are not adjacent in C but are adjacent in G0: However, this
is a contradiction, since G0DG and C is chordless in G: Hence, there are vertices of C
that meet in an important contact. &
Lemma 7. Let C be a cycle of G: If the vertices i and j of C meet in an important
contact close to v; then veT 0i :
Proof. Assume that vAT 0i : Since the direction of i at v differ from that of j and
T 0i-T 0j ¼ |; it would be advantageous to swap i and j (i.e. so that the third condition
would become satisﬁed). &
Let v be a vertex of S: The subtree of S induced by all vertices of S on distance at
most t from v is denoted Stv:
Lemma 8. If C is a chordless cycle of G; then there is a uAV ðSÞ such that
T 0i-S6ef þ2du a| for each iAV ðCÞ and any d > 0:
Proof. W.l.o.g. assume that C ¼ i1;y; is and that i1 and is meet in an important
contact for C at pAV ðSÞ close to vAV ðTÞ: Notice that veV ðTi1Þ: We will consider
two cases. Assume that the direction of i1 at v in T is ðu; vÞ:
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Case 1: There is a kA½s such that (1) vAV ðT 0ik Þ and (2) dSðLðT
0
ik
Þ; vÞ > 2ef : W.l.o.g.
assume that dSðLðT 0ik Þ; vÞ is maximum w.r.t. (1). Notice that Lemma 7, yields ka1:
Notice that since T 00i1-T 00isa|; it follows that T 00i1-T 00ika|: By Condition 2 in
Deﬁnition 6, we have dSðLðT 0i1 Þ; uÞÞXf =2 2ef > 2ef :
Let x be the unique vertex in LðT 0i1 Þ-V ðPSðu; vÞÞ: It is straightforward to prove
that LðT 0ik Þ-V ðPSðu; vÞÞa| or ik is adjacent to i1 and is in G; and the latter
contradicts the given fact that C is chordless. Let y be the unique vertex in
LðT 0ik Þ-V ðPSðu; vÞÞ: Let x0 be a vertex of Pðu; xÞ such that dSðx0; xÞ ¼ 2ef þ d and let
y0 be a vertex of PSðy; vÞ such that dSðy; y0Þ ¼ 2ef þ d: W.l.o.g. assume that x and y
(and hence also x0 and y0) appears in this order on PSðu; vÞ; since otherwise ik is
adjacent to i1 and is in G; and the latter contradicts the given fact that C is chordless.
By the choice of x0 and y0 it follows that dSðx0; y0Þp6ef þ 2d: We can w.l.o.g. assume
that there is an l such that, lef1; k; sg and T 0il-PSðx0; y0Þ ¼ | (since otherwise
T 0il-S
6ef þ2d
x0 a| for each ilAV ðCÞÞ: Let Su and Sv be the connected components in
S\PSðx0; y0Þ containing u (and hence also i1) and v (and hence also is), respectively.
We consider two cases.
Assume that T 0ilDSu: Assume that lok: By the Path Lemma 5 using Q ¼ PSðx; x0Þ;
there is an internal vertex on il ;y; ik which is adjacent to i1: This contradicts the
given fact that C is chordless. Assume that l > k: By the Path Lemma 5 using
Q ¼ PSðx; x0Þ; there is an internal vertex on ik;y; il which is adjacent to i1: Again,
this contradicts the given fact that C is chordless.
Assume that T 0ilDSv: Assume that lok: By the Path Lemma 5 using Q ¼ PSðy; y0Þ;
there is an internal vertex on i1;y; il which is adjacent to ik: Again, this contradicts
the given fact that C is chordless. Assume that l > k: By the Path Lemma 5 using
Q ¼ PSðy; y0Þ; there is an internal vertex on il ;y; is; i1 which is adjacent to ik: Yet
again, this contradicts the given fact that C is chordless.
Thus, in all these sub cases we reach a contradiction. We conclude that in this case
(i.e., Case 1) T 0il-S
6efþ2d
x0 a| for each ilAV ðCÞ:
Case 2: For all kA½s such that vAV ðT 0ik Þ we have dSðLðT
0
ik
Þ; vÞp2ef (which
implies dSðLðT 00ik Þ; vÞp3ef Þ: Since this holds in particular for s; if vAV ðT 0is Þ
then dSðLðT 0i1Þ; vÞp4ef ; since ði1; isÞAEðGÞ: Moreover, if veV ðT 0is Þ then
dSðLðT 0i1Þ; vÞ p2ef ; since ði1; isÞAEðGÞ: We will show by induction on kA½s that
(below we will count modulo s so i0 ¼ is):
1. if ik1 and ik have different directions at v; then dSðLðT 0ik Þ; vÞp4ef ; and
2. if ik1 and ik have the same direction at v; then dSðLðT 0ik Þ; vÞp6ef :
We have already observed that this holds for k ¼ 1: Assume that kX2 and that the
statement is true for 1;y; k  1: We may w.l.o.g. assume that veV ðT 0ik Þ (since if
vAV ðT 0ik Þ; dSðLðT
0
ik
Þ; vÞp2ef Þ: We consider three cases.
Assume that ik1 and ik have different directions at v: If vAV ðT 0ik1Þ; then
dSðLðT 0ik1 Þ; vÞp4ef ; since ðik1; ikÞAEðGÞ: If veV ðT 0ik1 Þ; then dSðLðT 0ik Þ; vÞp2ef ; since
ðik1; ikÞAEðGÞ:
Assume that ik2; ik1; and ik have the same direction at v and that this direction is
ðw; vÞ: Notice that this implies that kX3: By the inductive assumption
dSðLðT 0ik2 Þ; vÞp6ef and dSðLðT 0ik1Þ; vÞp6ef : This implies that wAV ðT 0ik2-T 0ik1 Þ: If
wAV ðT 0ik Þ; then fik2; ik1; ikg induce a clique in G; which contradicts the given fact
that C is chordless. Hence weV ðT 0ik Þ: Let Q be the subpath of PSðv; wÞ that contains
w and has length 2ef þ d: Notice that QDT 0ik1 : Notice that i1 and is have different
directions at v: W.l.o.g. assume that i1 has a different direction at v than ik (otherwise
i1 can be replaced by is in the argument below). By the Path Lemma 5 using Q; an
internal vertex of ik;y; is; i1 is adjacent to ik1 in G: Again a contradiction to the
given fact that C is chordless.
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Assume that ik1 and ik have the same direction at v and that this direction is
ðw; vÞ; assume also that ik2 and ik1 have different directions at v; and hence
dSðLðT 0ik1 Þ; vÞp4ef : Assume that dSðLðT 0ik ÞÞ; vÞ > 6ef : Recall that veV ðT 0ik Þ:
Let x be the vertex on distance 4ef from v on PSðw; vÞ: Let y be the vertex on
distance 6ef þ d from v on PSðw; vÞ: Again note that i1 and is have different
directions at v: W.l.o.g. assume that i1 has a different direction at v than ik (otherwise
i1 can be replaced by is in the argument below). Notice that PSðx; yÞDT 0ik1 : By the
Path Lemma 5 using Q ¼ PSðx; yÞ there is an internal vertex on the path between
ik;y; is; i1 G which is adjacent to ik1: This contradicts the given fact that C is
chordless.
We conclude that in this case (i.e., Case 2) T 0il-S6ef þ2dv a| for each ilAV ðCÞ: &
Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that ði; jÞAEðHÞ: If ði; jÞAEðGÞ; then #lði; jÞpg log n þ ef
so Lg log nþfN ðl; lÞpef implies that jlði; jÞ  #lði; jÞjof =2: Assume that ði; jÞeEðGÞ:
It follows that there is a chordless cycle C in G such that i; jAV ðCÞ: By
Lemma 8, lði; jÞ ¼ dT ði; jÞpg log n þ 12ef þ 4dpg log n þ 13efpg log n þ f : Again,
since Lg log nþfN ðl; lÞpef ; it follows that jlði; jÞ  #lði; jÞjpf =2: &
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